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White-Belt Slaughters Sensei, Others

by BC

by EC

On-Campus Thanksgiving

CSO “Stripper-grams” Now Available
        Inspired by the success of  DeliveReed and other on-campus entrepreneurial 
ventures, a group of  Reedies has launched a new business on campus, offering CSO 
“Stripper-Grams.” 

        “Like, you can get Commons food delivered to your room now,” said Zoe Winkle-
berg ‘15, “and you can get someone to hand in your papers, and obviously there’s Delive-
Weed for all your drug needs, but what are you supposed to do when you’re horny, huh? 
‘dicksatreed.tumblr.com’ just isn’t cutting it. Reedies are discriminating connoisseurs of  
prurient imagery, and anything less than a visceral, 3-D experience is sure to disappoint in 
the long run.”

       Winkleberg’s...personal experience of  this disappointment planted a seed of  innovation 
in her mind, and once there, that seed would not stop growing. “I got my friends Hannah 
[Lewis ‘15] and Michael [Argyle ‘14] in on it. We bought some old CSO uniforms from 
[name redacted] and got them altered in the costume shop, and now we’re in business.”

       And how’s business going? “People are into it,” said Argyle, who, as we spoke, was 
getting ready for showtime, dark blue button-down held together in front by one straining 
button, skin-tight navy pants leaving little to the imagination. “This is my...let’s see…sixth 
gig this week, and the requests just keep coming.”

       “Yeah, we really need more dudes,” said Lewis, looking up from sewing sequins onto 
a high-hemmed Utili-Kilt. “Zoe and I are doing fine--I only went out once last weekend, 
and Zoe did..what...two? But I think Michael’s getting tired.”

       “Yeah. If  you’re a dude looking to make extra money, definitely get in touch,” Argyle 
said.  “The tips are good, and you really start to come into your own while you’re doing it, 
you know? It’s improved my confidence a lot. I highly recommend it.”

       So far, most “orders” have been from friends of  the intended recipients. “It’s a good, 
like, gag gift, I guess,” said Winkleberg, “and next weekend we’re doing a couple birthday 
parties, but we’ve also gotten some requests from just regular students who need a study 
break. Whatever,” she said, grinning, “no judgment.”

       The Honor Principle is, of  course, taken very seriously by the entertainers at what 
students are now calling “StrippeReed.” 
       
      “We e-mail the intended recipients ahead of  time, just to make sure they’re cool with 
it,” said Argyle, on his way out the door, “and, of  course, we won’t tell anyone anything, 
ever. Your secret’s safe with us.” 

       How about pricing? “It’s forty bucks an hour,” said Winkleberg, “with a half-hour 
minimum. And no, unfortunately, we cannot accept board points at this time.” 

        As our interview came to an end, Winkleberg handed me an “AOD citation,” signed 
with a lipsticked kiss. “That was Hannah’s idea,” she said, “and people really seem to like 
it.”

       If  you’d like to place an order with StrippeReed, you can find them online at strip-
pereed.tumblr.com, or contact them by e-mail at zwinkle@reed.edu. The hours are 5-10 
PM Monday through Thursday, 5 PM-1 AM Friday, and 9 AM Saturday-1 AM Sunday. 
Sessions are by appointment only, and the entertainers request 24 hours’ notice, although 
emergency calls will be responded to when possible for an extra $5 fee.
 

ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE STRIKES
       It’s finally arrived, folks. The moment Simon Pegg and Nick Frost have been waiting for, 
and the rest of  us have been brushing off  as unrealistic. The undead have risen, and they’re 
infecting our own campus rapidly. I mean, really? This had to happen now? Right before 
holidays? Right before finals? 

       The virus appeared last Wednesday, presumably as an unintended consequence of  a biol-
ogy thesis experiment (seriously, those crazy science majors tend to take their passions to bru-
tal extremes). But it quickly spread, and by Saturday there were dozens of  zombies wandering 
around, hungry for flesh and brains. 

       “We’re trying to control the attacks of  these ruthless creatures,” says definitely-not-a-sci-
ence-major Ryan Wright ‘16. “I’ve been alerting other students to the zombies’ whereabouts 
so that they can protect themselves… haha nope just kidding, this is highly amusing for me 
[maniacal laughter].” Several vigilant Reedies prepared themselves with defensive weapons 
made of… socks? I mean, of  course, socks. Everyone knows zombies hate socks. The smelly 
articles of  footwear send an excruciating burning sensation through the ice-cold decaying 
bodies. Apparently. From what I’ve heard. I mean, oh god oh god they’re here aaaaaaa….

       Sorry guys, I got briefly deterred. I’m back now, and I think I’m intact, save maybe 
this small bite mark on my neck. I’m sure I’ll be fine. Anyway, as I was saying, stay inside 
as much as possible, and when you must venture out, carry socks on your person at all ti-- 
aaaaeeeeggghhhhh what is this feeling in my veins and why am I so freezing cold all of  a 
sudden? I think I need to take a break and go for a walk… maybe get some lunch… human 
brains sound really delicious right now… mmmmmmmMMMMMMMMMM

Like many of  you, I won’t be able to go home for Thanksgiving and will have to spend the holiday right 
here in Portland. If  you’re in similar straits, don’t despair – I’ve compiled a handy guide to eating and 
entertaining right here on campus.
 
·   Catering for your group of  friends can be expensive. Save money with some of  these 
“quick fixes”: substitute chicken for turkey, petition Finance Committee for some extra 
cash, or uninvite your least favorite friend.

·   The selection of  spices at Homer’s and the Sev is fairly limited, so if  you don’t feel like 
making the walk up Woodstock you might be out of  luck. Try collecting wild herbs from 
around campus instead – supposedly, the Birchie dumpster is regularly filled with fresh 
trimmings.

·   Not everyone will want to eat turkey, especially here at Reed. If  a vegetarian guest skips 
the bird, scowl at them and make passive-aggressive remarks. Don’t encourage that kind 
of  hippie bullshit.

·   If  you don’t have anyone in town to eat with, throw yourself  into your work over this 
weekend to block out the loneliness that’s been chewing away at you quietly ever since 
your freshman year.

·   Fill your head with Facebook and Tumblr posts describing the celebration of  Thanks-
giving as a white supremacist erasure of  genocide, so you can rationalize your inability to 
have a real Thanksgiving this year.

·   Drink heavily to make your poor cooking palatable.

by ER

by HLPictured: a major threat to public safety.

       Police chief  Robert Webb told the Press on Saturday that a series of  grisly executions 
were perpetrated at the San Diego Youth Martial Arts Dojo last Wednesday. The murderer, an 
8 year old boy named Donnie, reportedly achieved a zen-like state of  mind at karate practice, 
and proceeded to furiously pummel 4 victims. 

       Sensei Wellington, who survived the burst of  feral rage by hiding in the gi closet while the 
boy karate chopped Sensi Goshu and three of  his fellow karateka to death, reported that he 
had never seen such power in his 15 years of  freakish devotion to the sport. 

       “We always tell the children to aim for transcendance of  the self, entry into another realm 
of  mastery over the material world, but we never believed it would actually happen, and we 
never expected it would look like this,” he stated, wiping the mats down with a chemically 
treated rag.  “Have you tried these?” he asked, indicating the rags.  “They really work!  No 
cauliflower ear in this dojo for three years!”. 

       Donnie’s distraught mother reported that he had been acting strangely prior to the ac-
cident: “He had been standing under waterfalls punching himself  in the gut over and over 
again, and watching The Karate Kid every night for a week. His father and I were so relieved 
that he was out of  his archaeology phase (in which he dug up numerous local cemeteries 
with a toy shovel), that we just let him enjoy himself...We’re sure sorry all those people got 
murdered, though.”  

       The physician who performed the autopsies, Dr. Sven Yurgonitz, told the press how it 
would feel to die from a karate chop: “Judging from the looks of  horror plastered on the 
faces of  the victims, and the small fist imprints, we have reason to believe that death by karate 
is about as awful as it gets. Psychologically, there is no small degree of  humiliation involved 
following any sort of  martial arts defeat, but losing to a warrior of  a lower belt rank is psycho-
logically devastating.” Donnie was indeed a mere white belt, while all the victims were blue 
belts or higher. The dojo is currently under investigation, and instructors have been told to 
stop promoting any sort of  higher spiritual consciousness.  

       “It’s too dangerous,” Sensei Wellington said.  “People might get hurt.”

oh hai! :3


